Math 299C Learning Community Evaluation Spring 2006

Your input and comments will be very helpful in planning future activities for the Math & Science Learning Communities. Please rate the Lab Activities conducted this semester using the scale below.

1. The Scientific Inquiry Lab with Prof. Laage was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

2. The Density Lab with Dr. Clark was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

3. The Popcorn Lab with Dr. Clark was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

4. The Cell Diffusion Lab with Prof. Morales was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

5. The Introduction to the Microscope Lab with Prof. Morales was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

6. The pH Investigations Lab with Dr. Parmenter was
   - [ ] Very interesting
   - [ ] Somewhat interesting
   - [ ] Not very interesting
   - [ ] Did not attend

Please comment: Which lab helped you relate to or understand the use of mathematics the best?
Please rate the Student Support Activities conducted this semester using the scale below.

1. The Math Study Skills and Sources of Help activity was
   - [ ] Very helpful
   - [ ] Somewhat helpful
   - [ ] Not very helpful
   - [ ] Did not attend

2. The Time Management and Test Taking Skills activity was
   - [ ] Very helpful
   - [ ] Somewhat helpful
   - [ ] Not very helpful
   - [ ] Did not attend

3. The Gavilan College Support Services presentation was
   - [ ] Very helpful
   - [ ] Somewhat helpful
   - [ ] Not very helpful
   - [ ] Did not attend

4. The Careers in Science presentation was
   - [ ] Very helpful
   - [ ] Somewhat helpful
   - [ ] Not very helpful
   - [ ] Did not attend

5. The Gavilan Transfer Student Panel presentation was
   - [ ] Very helpful
   - [ ] Somewhat helpful
   - [ ] Not very helpful
   - [ ] Did not attend

Please share additional comments about the class activities below:

Name: ____________________________________________________ (optional)